Say Hello to Ello!

High Performance Maritime
Satellite Telecomunications System

Ello is about connecting the maritime community.
For too long people on board were forced to settle
for low speed connections and stratospheric costs
but Ello aims to change that
Ello originally designed in Brazil for the maritime
community now being brought to the global stage by
Brazilian professionals with a passion for the sea.
Ello is the first solution that meets the Brazilian
Legal and tax requirements including ANATEL
homologation and teleport termination in Rio de
Janeiro. Systems are available for immediate
installation in Brazil, United States and soon
Globally.

Agencia Nacional de Telecomunicações

03486-17-10460

Modem architecture allows for the antenna control to be integrated into the
modem. No longer is needed a separate Antenna Control Unit (ACU), giving
you one less point of failure and complicate configuration.
Simply mount the antenna to the pedestal, connect the cables and turn it
on. In less than 5 minutes from installation you will be connected to the
internet!
But the speed is not only in the installation and activation. Our focus is on
the user experience and that is why we developed Velloz! A satellite link
acceleration and optimization system that increases system performance
by 20% to 200% *.
Velloz performs various process such as TCP/IP acceleration, web-caching,
de-duplication, intelligent adaptative QoS, and also managers access to
content, generating bandwidth usage reports per user, application or
service, allowing maritime professionals to focus on their jobs as opposed
to becoming an IT expert.

Velloz

Ello - Your link to the world!
Small in size but huge on features and capacity!
We miniaturized everything including the cost.
Ello 60 offers all the features you need in a small
system, reducing the costs of connectivity while at the
sea.

Ello 60

The simplest system of the seven seas
From installation to the activation in the coverage are you
need we provide detailed planning, clear invoices and no
surprises!

Better performance through better technology.
Although simple, Ello brings the latest in satellite
telecommunications technology and a robust and durable
robotic system.

Born for speed
Remote connections shall not be slow.
Say hello to Velloz!

Monitoring and control
Included in the package is Ello SNMS Service Portal with
real-time information of the vessel’s position, heading,
speed, Ello system status, IP statistics and much more.
Using historical logging the end-user can produce reports
from any period in time directly on the map or using the
provided satellite imagery.

Powered by
https://snms.mareste.net

Operating with the Telstar 19 satellite, located at
63W position, ELLO is available for all vessels from Brazil.
ELLO service coverage area continues to expand thanks
to our global agreement with the world’s largest
satellites operator.
If your route is not covered by ELLO yet, please contact us
and know more about our expansion plan.
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